Abstract. Since it is difficult to replace batteries of the sensor nodes that are once deployed in the field, energy saving is one of the most critical issues for object tracking in wireless sensor networks. It is desirable that only the nodes surrounding the mobile target should be responsible for observing the target to save the energy consumption and extend the network lifetime as well by reducing the number of participating nodes. The number of nodes participating in object tracking can be reduced by an accurate estimation of the target location. In this paper, we propose a tracking method that can reduce the number of participating sensor nodes for target tracking. We show that our tracking method performs well in terms of energy saving regardless of mobility pattern of the mobile target.
Introduction
Tracking moving targets is emerging as applications such as wild animal habit monitoring and intruder surveillance in military regions. The sensors are used to collect information about mobile target position and to monitor their behavior pattern in sensor field. A mobile object tracking system is a complex mechanism that is accompanied with collaborative works between nodes.
Tracking of the mobile targets has lots of open problems to be solved including target detection, localization, data gathering, and prediction. In the localization problem, excessive sensors may join in detection and tracking for only a few targets. And, if all nodes have to always wake up to detect a mobile target, there are a lot of waste of resources such as battery power and channel utilization.
Actually, power conservation is one of the most critical issues in object surveillance and tracking since the sensor nodes that are once deployed in the sensor field would be difficult to replace a battery. Energy dissipation in sensors is various depending on condition of each sensor, for basic sensing operations, for powering the memory and CPU, and for communication between nodes or sink. So, if each node uses timely its energy to execute tasks, the network lifetime may be extended as a whole. Therefore, each sensor must minimize its battery power usage for desired longevity of network operation, which can be accomplished by properly managing sensor's operation. When a target moves around far away from the sensing range of a certain node, the nodes do not need to keep wake up for participating in tracking of the mobile target. This raises the necessity for prediction of the moving path of the mobile target to maintain the number of participating nodes in tracking as small as possible.
Many tracking protocols in large-scale sensor networks have been proposed to solve the problems concerned with tracking of the mobile targets from various angles [1, 2] .
Krishnamurthy et al. [3, 4] proposed an energy efficient technique for using a sleep schedule where the nodes go to the sleep state when there is no need to take part in sensing. In [5] , they explored a localized prediction approach to power efficient object tracking by putting unnecessary sensors in sleep mode. They proposed a convey tree for object tracking using data aggregation to reduce energy consumption. In [2] , they attempt to solve the problem of energy savings based on the estimating the location of a mobile target. And they studied the frequency of tracking. We apply above sleep scheduling mechanisms to our study basically.
In general, the target localization is estimated successively based on the predicting of the next location, which is a result of the current measurement at a sensor and the past history at other sensors. The ideas of utilizing predictions to reduce overheads in mobile computing systems have appeared in the literature. Localization based on prediction is applied to cellular network to reduce the paging overhead by limiting search space to a set of cells that mobile users may enter [2] . The predictor-corrector methods are used in sensor network object tracking to minimize the error both in the measurements and in the prediction regardless of mobility model. Brooks et. al. present self-organized distributed target tracking techniques with prediction based on Pheromones, Bayesian, and Extended Kalman Filter techniques [6, 7] . In [8] , Minimum Square Estimation is applied to localize the tracking of a mobile target. In [9] , the future reading at a sensor is predicted, given the past reading history and the spatial and temporal knowledge of readings from surrounding sensors. But its localization accuracy is poor, because it is not a feasible solution for prediction of linear movement. Some algorithms such as [14] predict the future target position based on the assumption of a linear target trajectory. Such prediction-based approaches, however, do not produce a good result when the prediction is once wrong.
The goal of this paper is to propose an efficient tracking method that can minimize the number of participating nodes in mobile target tracking to extend the network lifetime. In this paper, we present a tracking method by predicting the location of the mobile target in 2-dimensional wireless sensor network, based on linear estimation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our proposed tracking method is presented in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we present some simulation results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
Proposed Tracking Method
With rapid advances in sensor fabrications, recent sensors are designed to be power aware, changing their condition (e.g., shut down sensing processor or radio) when they do not need to run the components to perform a given task in a sensor field. Most sensors can operate under the three different conditions: Active, Idle and Sleep. It is important to completely shut down the radio rather than put it in the idle mode when it needs not sensing. Power management of sensor components is very important because energy consumption depends on their duties.
To save energy resource and thus extend the network lifetime, it is desirable that only the nodes that surround the mobile target are responsible for observing the target. For example, when the target passes through the 1 t point as shown in Fig. 1 , all nodes do not need to join in the task for tracking a mobile target. Instead, it is more energy efficient for only the nodes 1 S around the mobile object to join in collecting information of the target and performing collaborative work among them. Other nodes located far from the target do not need to waste their powers to monitor the target. If we can predict the next location of the mobile object in advance, we can organize the group membership dynamically which should join in tracking mission. As shown in Fig. 1 , for example, the number of participating nodes may be minimized, which allows us to further extend the whole network lifetime if we predict future location of the mobile target accurately.
Fig. 1. A concept of tracking of a mobile object
As the mobile object moves, the tracking nodes may migrate to the moving direction of the target to keep on monitoring as shown in Fig. 1 , where a thick line indicates the moving path of the mobile target and the blacked circles inside the dotted circle are tracking nodes at time 1 t . Thus, sensor nodes need to control their states by themselves based on prediction of target's movement.
We assume a sensor network where N sensors with the same communication and sensing range are distributed randomly in the environment that is being monitored. We also assume that each node knows its own location by using GPS or other location awareness techniques.
And we utilize triangulation for localization of a mobile target. Consequently, at least 3 sensors join the target detection and tracking with surveillance. Also each node keeps information about its neighbors such as location through the periodically message change. And each individual sensor node is equipped with appropriate sensory devices to be able to recognize the target as well as to estimate its distance based on the sensed data. Further, we assume that we predict the location of the mobile targets every one second (or minute), and each sensor records the movement pattern of the mobile object. Basically, we use a moving average estimator to predict the future location of the mobile target based on the measurement of direction and the velocity of the mobile target.
Approximate Prediction Step
First, since we assume that the mobile target does not change its direction or speed so abruptly in the sensing field, the location of the mobile object at the time instant of (n+1) is approximately predicted by estimating the velocity when the mobile target will move during the time interval [n, n+1]. Fig. 2 shows the concept of tracking of the mobile target. (2b) where h is a predefined number of the past history based on which we predict the next moving factor. Hence, the future speed is a moving average of acceleration of an object. That is, the present movement of a mobile object means a reflection of the patterns of the moving history.
The estimate obtained in this step makes it possible to exactly predict the future location of the mobile object that moves linearly. However, the estimate is no longer effective when the mobile object moves in non-linear fashion since only velocity information is used to predict the future location. So, we need a correction mechanism to get a more exact estimate.
Correction Step
Let us express the prediction error by the angle between the actual location and the previously predicted, denoted by n θ as shown in Fig. 2 . Then we have 
The estimate obtained in step 2.1 will be corrected based on the prediction error encountered in the previous step to make an accurate estimation. Finally, we can predict the next location (
) of the mobile target by correcting an angle from the first predicted location.
The new location of a mobile target can be induced by rotational displacement as theta n( n θ ), which is shifted by centering the previous actual target location. Eq. (4) shows the formula of rotational displacement. 
Tracking in our system is performed by the following procedure.
1. Discovery: When a sensor node around the mobile object detects the target and initializes tracking, it becomes 'estimation node' which acts as a master node temporarily. 2. Localization: A set of nodes those become aware the appearances of the mobile target compute the target's current position. The coordinates of the mobile target may be accomplished by the triangulation and their collaborative works.
3. Estimation: An estimation node predicts the future movement path of the mobile target, and transmits message about the approaching location to its neighbor nodes. The prediction is carried out by two steps: approximate a prediction and correction step that is explained above. The moving factors of a mobile target, such as direction and velocity, can be obtained by sensor nodes through collecting moving patterns of the tracked target. 4. Communication: As the mobile target moves, each node may hand off an initial estimate of the target location to the next node in turn. At that time, each node changes its duty cycle along the movement of the target [10] .
For energy saving, each node operates the state scheduling by itself. For example, detectable nodes within sensing range of a node 'a' in Fig. 3 , which is near the target are activated, and they participate in tracking including localization, monitoring, and prediction. So, they consume an amount of energy i.e., processor and sensor activating, transmitting and receiving. And the dormant node 'b' can hear message about appearances of the mobile target in neighborhood, but cannot detect the target since the sensing range differs from its communication range. Obviously, all dormant nodes do not need to be activated. Energy consumed by the dormant nodes is small enough to be negligible comparing with that by the activated nodes. Some nodes that are located around the next position of the target wait for sensing. The others shut down the radio after hearing the message from the master node and they wake up from sleep when their duty cycle is over. When it wakes up, it first senses its region and hears message. If a sensor node cannot detect the target and does not receive any message for target appearance, it turns off its radio and goes to sleep for saving energy. And the rest of the sensor nodes run independently according to their duty cycles. Thus, the prediction of the mobile target in the tracking system reduces energy consumption in each node and extends network lifetime.
Simulation
We evaluate the performance of our method through simulation results. We carry out the experiments to measure missing rate and wasted energy. The network dimension for our experiments is [200, 200] and 500 nodes are randomly deployed within the region.
To model the movement behavior of the mobile target, we use the Random Waypoint Mobility model (RWP) and Gauss-Markov Mobility (GMM) model. RWP is a simple mobility model based on random directions and speeds. The mobile object begins by staying in one location for a certain period of time. Once this time expires, the mobile object chooses a random destination in the field and a speed. And then travels toward the newly chosen destination at the selected speed. Upon arrival, the mobile object pauses for a specified time period before starting the process again. GMM model is a model that uses one tuning ) (α parameter to vary the degree of randomness in the mobility pattern. Initially, each mobile node is assigned a current speed and direction. Specifically, the value of speed and direction at the th n instance is calculated based upon the value of speed and direction at the th n ) 1 ( − instance and a random variable [11] . Energy consumption used for simulation is based on some numeric parameters obtained in [2] . Table 1 shows the parameters and the default values of the mobile target.
Our prediction method is compared with the least squares minimization(LSQ) to evaluate the performance of accuracy. LSQ is a common method used for error reduction in estimation and prediction methods. LSQ solves the problem of estimating by minimizing the sum of the squares of the error terms corresponding to each distance sample. In other words, LSQ tries to get the estimate by minimizing 
Missing Rate
To evaluate how accurately our tracking method works, we observe the missing rate, which is defined as the percentage that sensor nodes fail to detect the mobile target. As shown in Fig. 4 , our scheme offers a smaller missing rate than LSQ regardless of mobility model used in simulation. In RWP, since the moving pattern of the mobile target is random, the prediction error increases. As the sensing range becomes larger, the missing rate decreases as well. Due to the inaccurate prediction of location, some nodes miss the target because the real location of the target is out of the sensing range. Fig. 5 shows the wasted energy that is defined as the amount of consumed power due to incorrect information of prediction over all nodes. From Fig. 5 , we can see the effect of prediction. Obviously energy consumption is greatly influenced by an accuracy of prediction. If the sensor nodes stay awake to track the mobile target while the target is moving out of the sensing range, they consume unnecessary energy. As described earlier, we can extend the network lifetime by avoiding such unnecessary energy consumption at nodes that do not need to join in tracking. This figure indicates that our scheme can decrease the number of participating nodes and thus reduce the energy consumption too. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an energy efficient tracking method to reduce the number of nodes participating in target tracking. Simulations results show that our method contributes to saving energy and thus extending the network lifetime as well regardless of mobility pattern of the mobile target including Random Waypoint model and Gauss Markov model.
